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SIX YEAR WARRANTY

Case Study: North Carolina Loves the Liberty AIR
The Department of Parks and Recreation is often used to describe the specific organization within a larger
state or government body that oversee public parks and recreational civic works. The Transylvania County
Parks and Recreation Department currently maintains 8 public parks and facilities covering over 60 beautiful
acres in the south-west corner or North Carolina. A huge portion of a Parks and Recreation Departments
responsibilities is to formulate programs for children of the community, offer recreational sports teams, and
various classes, as well as supervision and management of playgrounds, city parks, and community centers.
None of these events would be possible without the assistance of a great sound system.
Transylvania County had a 20-year-old sound system that was horrible and badly needed to retire. After
being introduced to Anchor Audio’s Liberty Platinum Dual AIR Wireless system at a nearby conference, they
were hooked and hoped that this PA would solve the park’s portable sound needs. After the Transylvania
Parks and Recreation Department had the opportunity to demo the product first hand, they knew the Liberty
AIR system had to be their next purchase. The sound system, manufactured in the USA by Anchor Audio Inc.,
is battery-powered, easy to set up and operate, and is great for both voice and music – making it the perfect
PA for the parks and recreation industry.
Reaching crowds of 1,500+, the Liberty Platinum has been Anchor Audio’s flagship system since its release in
1986, and is still the product that defines the portable sound system industry today. The Liberty is a stand
mounted portable sound system that offers two built-in wireless receivers, standard built-in Bluetooth, and
an optional CD/MP3 combo player. Anchor Audio has offered unpowered companion speakers for many
years, but now the Liberty Platinum AIR sets a new industry standard as the first battery powered wireless
companion speaker in Anchor Audio’s line. The AIR companion speakers are battery-powered with a 150+ feet
range. The main units can transmit to multiple AIR companions and, like all of Anchor Audio’s portable sound
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Reaches crowds up to 1,500+
117 dB of clear sound
125W AC mode / 100W DC mode
Up to two built-in wireless receivers
Standard built-in Bluetooth
Optional built-in CD/MP3 combo player
Two universal mic input jacks
3.5 mm AUX line input
Built-in rechargeable batteries operate
6 - 8 hours on a single charge

systems, are made in the USA and backed by a 6-year warranty. Designed with intelligibility, reliability, and
simplicity in mind, the Liberty is ideal for parks and recreation. Transylvania County Parks and Recreation
buyers felt confident in their purchase, knowing their tight budget dollars were being spend on a system
which is both manufactured in the USA, and comes with a 6-year warranty.
“We were looking for something that sounded great and was wireless, and the Liberty Platinum fit exactly
what we needed – perfectly. We use the system inside and outside for special events, warm-up music for our
adult basketball league, and as a PA system
to introduce the starting lineups. It is super
easy to use and I love the Bluetooth option

AIR Model Features

that allows me to connect my iPod without

• One built-in AIR wireless 			

We are extremely satisfied and would highly

companion transmitter

a cord and control songs from anywhere.
recommend this product to any Park and

• One built-in AIR wireless receiver

Rec department, based on the quality and

• Expandable to mutliple AIR battery 		

functionality. It was super easy to set up

powered wireless companion speakers
• Easily connects to Assistive Listening
• ADA Compliant
• Alternate wired and wireless mode
• External speaker output powers 		
optional Liberty Platinum unpowered
or AIR companion speaker

and I’m not a tech-savvy guy. I glanced
at the manual to figure out how long the
battery charge lasts and then immediately
began playing it.” - Jared Mull, Recreation
Manager at Transylvania County Parks
and Recreation
For any client or any situation needing audio solutions, contact Anchor Audio, and we will personally help
you to find the best portable sound system for your needs.
Call your sales representative at Anchor Audio today! 1-800-262-4671

